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Although the information was not that interesting to me, he made it interesting to learn and was 
very interactive with teaching. Definitely one of the best TAs I've ever had! 

 

Incredibly nice and caring individual. This is not a class that I was incredibly excited to take but 
this instructor was very interested in learning and made me excited to go to class. 

 

Very engaging 
 

Very good instructor overall. Engaged with us very well, and this made me retain the information 
better. 

Trenton did a wonderful job in not only teaching new pieces of art,but reinforcing the art pieces 
discussed during lecture. He truly wanted his students to succeed and learn the material. He did a 
great job this semester. 

 

Since lectures are so large, I think it would be beneficial and stimulating if recitation required 
the student to think about the art a little more. Instead of just being lectured on a piece of art, 
possibly discuss what that piece of art might mean from your own point of view (whether it is right 
or wrong). 

It was hard to talk in recitation because it was so quiet but I don't know how that can be fixed. I 
didn't like when you would threaten to make us do jumping jacks 

 

I am very glad Trent taught my recitation. He was extremely interested in art history and loved to 
share it with the class. He was very informative, receptive and approachable. He encouraged the 
class to participate and discuss with him during class. 

 

Trent was very enthusiastic and intelligent. 

Trent was a great instructor because he was organized, professional and he cared about being a good 
teacher and leaving us with good information. 




